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Abstract 

 

The measurement of the entrepreneurship considers that entrepreneurship is a multifaceted phenomenon that requires a 

complex measure. In determining the index, instead of a quantitative approach, an adequate measure is the 

consideration of the quality aspects of entrepreneurship. After that, both individual efforts/capabilities and 

environmental/institutional aspects of entrepreneurship are to be taken into account. The different aspects / components 

of entrepreneurship constitute a system in which the interaction of the elements is vital. Entrepreneurship policy needs 

to be designed from a systems perspective, offering a tailored policy mix that fits a particular country's entrepreneurial 

profile, rather than offering one-size that fits all suggestions. The global entrepreneurship index defines 

entrepreneurship at the country level as a National Entrepreneurship System that is the result of the dynamic, 

institutional interaction of entrepreneurial attitudes, skills and aspirations of individuals, which leads to the allocation of 

resources through the creation and operation of new business projects. 
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The construction of a global 

entrepreneurship Index proposes five levels of 

indexes, as it includes the super index that 

measures entrepreneurship at the country level, 

three sub-indices (attitudes, skills and aspirations), 

14 pillars, 28 variables and 49 indicators. All 

pillars contain an individual and institutional 

variable component. This global index comprises 

three blocks or sub-indexes – which it is called as 

the 3As: entrepreneurial attitudes, entrepreneurial 

skills and entrepreneurial ambitions. 

Entrepreneurial attitudes are about how a country 

perceive the entrepreneurship. The second sub 

index is about capabilities. You can do it? Do you 

have the skills? The third sub-index is about 

ambitions. These three sub-indexes stand on 14 

pillars, each containing an individual and a 

institutional variable corresponding to micro and 

macro aspects of entrepreneurship. Unlike other 

indices, containing only institutional or individual 

variables, the pillars of this one includes both. 

These pillars are an attempt to capture the 

boundless nature of entrepreneurship; analyzing 

them can provide an in-depth picture of the 

strengths and weaknesses of those listed in the 

Index. The first pillar is Perception of opportunity. 

This pillar captures a population's potential 

“opportunity perception” given the state of 

property rights and the regulatory burden that 

might limit the actual exploitation of the 

entrepreneurial opportunity. Within this pillar is 

the individual variable, Opportunity Recognition, 

which measures the percentage of the population 

that can identify opportunities to start a business. 

The second pillar is Startup Skills, meaning that 

launching a successful business requires the 

would-be entrepreneur to have startup skills. Skills 

perception measures the percentage of the 

population who believe they have adequate starting 

skills. The third pillar refers to Risk acceptance: 

among personal entrepreneurial traits, fear of 

failure is one of the most important obstacles to 

starting a business. Aversion to high-risk 

businesses can delay budding entrepreneurship. 

The forth pillar is about Networks. Networking 

combines an entrepreneur's personal knowledge 

with his ability to connect with others within a 

country and around the world. This combination 

serves as a proxy for networking, which is also an 

important ingredient of successful business 

creation and entrepreneurship. The fifth is about 

Cultural support. Sixth pillar speaks about 

Business Initiation Opportunity, which is a 

measure of startups by people who are motivated 

by opportunity but face red tape and paying taxes. 

An entrepreneur's motivation to start a business is 

an important signal of quality. It is believed that 

opportunistic entrepreneurs are better trained, have 

superior skills Seventh pillar takes into account 

Absorption of technology. In the modern 


